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Native Americans represent a historically under-
resourced textual community. While there has been an
ever-increasing number of Native authors creating works
since the 1960s, no corpus of Native-authored works
exists from which to draw insights about this particular
community, and give them the recognition equal to other
similar communities of practice (e.g. History of Black
Writing1). In collaboration with the HathiTrust Research
Center (HTRC) and with the support of a Scholar-Curated
Worksets for Analysis, Re-use and Dissemination grant
(SCWAReD2), we have created a preliminary database of
Native-authored works, which allows us to use text mining
techniques to reveal novel characteristics of this community,
such as their identity, worldview, representation, and modes
of expression. Text mining also offers a new approach
to looking at the ways in which Native authors express
themselves and how they may differ from other authors. For
example, there is a common assertion that Native peoples
forefront the natural world or communitarian relationships
more so than non-Native authors (e.g. Schweninger, 1993;
Weaver, 1997). Additionally, we are interested in the
rhetorical characteristics of the Native American Studies
academic genre as illustrated by corpora of Native Studies
journals, and how these trends define the evolution of the
discipline over time.

Dataset
# of titles
searched

# of titles found
in HTDL

Coverage

IPL 2013 900 44.71%

NAL 122 37 30.33%

Linguistics
dissertations

34 0 0%
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Introduction

The collation tool LERA 1 is a working environment
that combines the entire process of document management,
tokenization/segmentation, normalization, alignment
and visualization with interactive control options and
exploratory tools. It is being successfully applied in several
Digital Humanities projects of different languages, e.g.,
Arabic (Gründler and Pöckelmann 2018, Gründler 2019,
Gründler et. al 2020), French (Bremer 2013), Hebrew
(Necker et. al 2019, Molitor et. al 2020), Portuguese/
Spanish/Latin (Bragagnolo 2017), English (Alder et. al
2020) and German (Hahn et. al 2020). A comprehensive
description of LERA including a comparison with other
state-of-the-art approaches for collation can be found in
Pöckelmann et. al (2022).

Here we describe a recent experiment in which we
applied LERA to the poem Truyện Kiều by Nguyễn Du
(1765-1820) to reveal necessary adaptation needs of the
software to compare Vietnamese text witnesses written in
Nôm script, the historic writing system of Vietnam. Truyện
Kiều ‒ or the Tale of Kiều ‒ is one of the most famous texts
of Vietnamese literature. For our experiment, we used text
witnesses from 1866, 1870, 1871, 1872, and 1902 made
available by the Vietnamese Nôm Preservation Foundation
(Balaban et. al 2001).
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Specifics of Truyện Kiều

The text was written in Nôm script. It follows the
traditional Vietnamese verse form Lục bát according to
which lines of six Nôm characters (respectively syllables)
alternate with lines of eight. The text is organized in pages
whose amount of lines varies among the witnesses. The
writing direction is top-to-bottom and right-to-left.

Fig. 1:
Facsimile of the first page of Truyện Kiều (1866), adopted
from Balaban et. al (2001).

The data includes philological commentaries and a
translation of the text in Quốc Ngữ, the modern writing
system of Vietnam. There is no one-to-one mapping
between the original Nôm script and its translation, although
the verse structure is the same in both scripts. This is due
to synonyms (e.g., 劄 → chép or ghi), the not normalized
placement of diacritics (e.g., 鎖 → khoá or khóa), regional
preferences of translators in the choice of words (e.g., 改 →
gửi or gởi), and occasional spelling errors (e.g., ⾊ → sắo
instead of sắc).

Data processing

For the processing in LERA, we converted the original
plain text files into a XML format according to the Text
Encoding Initiative 2 guidelines. Always two lines of Nôm
script ‒ one of six, the other of eight characters ‒ were
combined into one segment (by <ab>-tag). The original
division was preserved with line breaks (<lb/>-tags). We
have chosen this approach because two lines normally
form a sense unit. Each segment is also extended by its
translation. To simplify the tokenization of Nôm script,
we added zero-width-spaces (Unicode U+200B) between
the individual characters so that lines are not considered
falsely as single words by the system. The philological
commentaries have been added as well to the XML at their
respective positions.

Fig. 2:
Left: the original plain text format in Nôm script (hn) and
Quốc Ngữ (qn) including the commentary (hw1 and nt1) for
the first two lines of Truyện Kiều (1866). Right: excerpt of
the data transformed into a XML-format readable by LERA,
where the two lines have been merged into one segment. The
philological commentary was transformed to a <note>-tag.

Collation with LERA

In order to display Nôm script properly, an appropriate
font 3 was embedded into LERA. To make the text segments
more legible, options for displaying the inserted line breaks
and centering the text have been added (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3:
Representation of a text segment of Truyện Kiều in LERAs
full text visualization. Philological commentaries are
indicated by consecutive numbers, with their text fading in
via mouse-over.
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LERA uses a two-step approach for collation
(Pöckelmann et. al 2022), both applied to the four-line
segments: an alignment of text segments according to
their similarity and a detailed comparison of the aligned
segments.

For the first step the manual assignment already encoded
via line numbers into the data can be used for Truyện Kiều.
However, the algorithm for alignment integrated in LERA
produces nearly the same alignment.

The detailed comparison reveals many textual variants
spread over the entire length of the work for both scripts.
This is still true for modern Vietnamese when minor
variants, like differences in capitalization and punctuation
marks, or even diacritics, which are very important for a
word's meaning, are ignored with the aid of LERAs filter
system. Overall, textual variants occur more frequently in
the Nôm script versions than in the modern Vietnamese
versions. The reasons for this are almost all in the complex
phonetic-semantic-composition of characters. Phono-
semantic compound characters (such as 坦) have two
components: one suggesting the word's meaning (⼟) and
the other its approximate sound (旦). The characters 旦 and坦 (used in the last witness only) have the same meaning
đắn. There are also rules in the positioning depending on
function: semantic components tend to appear on the top or
left side of characters; phonetic components at their bottom
or right side, e.g.: 撑 = ⿰⺘掌. Variant characters, which
are homophones and synonyms caused by allography, occur
also in the work, e.g., 句 and 勾, which were both translated
to câu, vary in their phonetic component because the second
uses with ⼛ another written representation of ⼝. The Nôm
script characters have been compared so far only as a whole,
so those variants could not be further differentiated.

It should be noted that the fixed structure of the
segments with the verse form makes the comparison
somewhat easier than for other texts: with a few exceptions,
there are only substitutions of characters and no insertions
or deletions.

Fig. 4:
Screenshot of LERA showing an excerpt of the five collated
version of Truyện Kiều. The navigation bar shows a very
similar structure for all witnesses (with the exception of

1866, recognizable by the gaps at the top), while the density
of the blue highlightings indicate textual variance within all
aligned segments (the darker the more different the aligned
segments are).

Discussion and Future Work

Only minor adaptations of LERA were necessary to
allow a basic comparison of the text witnesses of Truyện
Kiều, such as the integration of the font or a slightly adapted
display of text segments.

The work shows further potential for the improvement
of LERA for an application to Asian languages. This
includes an approach to process, normalize and compare the
components of complex composite characters separately and
represent the results in an appropriate way. Furthermore, the
demand for integrating the top-to-bottom writing direction 4
became apparent.
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Notes

1. Homepage of LERA ‒ Locate, Explore, Retrace and
Apprehend complex text variants: https://lera.uzi.uni-
halle.de/

2. See: https://tei-c.org/
3. The font Nom Na Tong is also provided by the

Vietnamese Nôm Preservation Foundation at https://
github.com/nomfoundation/font/releases/tag/v4.8

4. Right-to-left has been added in the course of scholarly
editions of Arabic and Hebrew texts.
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Introduction

Recently, distant and close reading methods, broadly
interpreted as quantitative-computational and qualitative
analyses, have emerged as the primary methods of
scholarship in DH (Schöch et al, 2020). Consequently,
scholars have been developing various conceptual models
attempting to combine the two methods in a systematic
and comprehensive manner (Keydar 2019, 2020; Roe
et al, 2020). In addition, aside from conceptualizing
the relationship between distant and close reading, the
“datafication” of humanistic data has brought scholars to
emphasize the multidimensionality of their data (Windhager
2020). That is, humanistic data is not comprehensively
represented via any single modeling paradigm. Therefore,
researchers are calling for analytic frameworks that apply
multiple modeling paradigms to the study of data.

Building on these recent developments, in this paper
we present a new conceptual framework for the analysis
of humanistic objects, whereby close and distant reading
are applied within multiple data modeling paradigms. In
other words, we suggest that the study of humanistic objects
is to be conducted within 3 dimensions – representational
(data modeling); computational (distant reading); qualitative
(close reading).

The significance of the 3D framework, and especially
the inclusion of the data modeling aspect, will be
demonstrated through a case study from the field of
comparative religion and the study of late antiquity.

Case study

Our case study deals with the cultural interactions
between Greek and Syriac literary cultures during the first
millenium CE (2 nd – 10 th centuries CE). Traditionally,
the interaction between the two has been characterized
by scholars as expressing a gradual “Hellenization” of
Syriac culture, i.e., an increasing influence of Greek upon
Syriac culture (e.g.: Brock 2012; 2015; Butts 2016). The
recent massive digitization of manuscripts and texts offers
an opportunity to re-examine the paradigm of Syriac
Hellenization, within our 3D conceptual framework.

Representational analysis

A survey of the available corpora of Syriac literary
artifacts results in the identification of two kinds of data
found in online databases – texts (.txt files) and manuscript
images (.jpg files) – each representing a different data
modeling paradigm of Syriac literature. In other words, the
results of the analysis of the representational dimension of
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